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Service name
Yankalilla Community Children's Centre

Click to upload logo
Service approval number
SE-00012233 (Long Day Care)
SE-00011157 (Preschool)

Acknowledgement of Country
We acknowledge the Kaurna
the people as the traditional custodians of the lands and waters where
our centre is located and recognise their continuing connection to
country. We pay our respects to Elders past and present, and extend
that respect to all Aboriginal peoples.

Context
Service Context
Yankalilla Community Children's Centre is a rural integrated children's centre that is located approximately 75 kilometres south of Adelaide on the main road
between the rural town of Yankalilla and the coastal town of Normanville. The centre provides Kindy, long day care and a community playgroup. It serves a large,
diverse and growing district that incorporates the towns and catchment areas ofInman valley, Delamere, Torrens Vale, Hay Flat, Parawa, Second Valley, Rapid Bay,
Cape Jervis, Wattle Flat, Myponga,Carrickalinga and Wirrina Cove. Farming, hospitality and service industries are the main sources of local employment.
In 2020 our Kindy program had an enrolment of 33 children. The Kindy children attended two days a week for terms 1 and 2 and 3 days a week for terms 3 and 4.
The Kindy is staffed by two preschool teachers, an early childhood worker and a preschool support worker (average in 2020 - 12 hours per week). In 2021 the
Kindy will be offered two days per week in term 1 and 2 and then three days per week Term 3 and 4. The Kindy team consists of the Director who teacher two
days per week and has three days per week admin time, one teacher who works four days per week and the other teacher who works three days per week. We
have an ECW who works .5 per week supporting our children with additional needs. This year we have a child care educator who works in the kindy supporting
those children who come additional hours as child care Our kindy some years can be part-time due to a reduction in numbers of local children who are eligible for
kindy enrolling. Our kindy is run by the Department of Education and operates in 2021 Mon-Thurs.
Long Day Care is operating 5 days per week for 50 weeks per year from 7:30am-6:00pm. The centre is licensed for 65 children (including kindy children). There are
7 permanent staff including 5 primary educators and a clerical officer. The child care averages utilisation of 29 FTE in 2020.
Parent and Community Involvement in the centre is high. The centre provides space and resources to support a playgroup on site each Friday during term time
and this service provides an excellent introduction to our centre for families in our community. Parent and community involvement is actively encouraged by staff
in the planning and provision of their care and educational programs.
Parents and Community are also strongly involved in the Governance of the Centre. The Governing Council has parent, community and staff representation who
work together to develop future directions for the site, monitor progress and promote quality outcomes for children and families. In addition, the Governing
Council has responsibility for managing the Childcare service as a small business operation.
The centre in 2020 undertook a major review of our practices using the ACECQA self assessment tool, we also analysed our site data, parent survey,AEDC data for
our district, reviewed and evaluated our QIP in 2020 to create our goals for our QIP in 2021. Our team were involved in the self assessment process and the
creation of this QIP.
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Context
Statement of Philosophy

Enter your site philosophy in the box below, or alternatively attach as
an additional document via the Comment option under the Tools tab

The Statement of Philosophy was reviewed and rewritten be all educators in March 2020. A review was held of it again in 2021 to ensure it reflected our current and emerging beliefs with small
changes made.
Early Childhood is a vital period in children’s learning and development. It is the foundation on which children build the rest of their lives. We value the individuality and potential of all children.
Central to the program are the following beliefs:
Relationships
We value trusting, positive and inclusive relationships between children, staff, families and the wider community. We recognise that families are children’s first and most primary caregivers and
believe that when educators and parents work together and have high expectations the best outcomes for children can be achieved. We support the children to have a voice in the curriculum.
Respect for Diversity
We view each child as competent and capable learner and believe in every child’s capacity to succeed. We will foster every child’s motivation to learn and promote their sense of wellbeing in order to
facilitate their learning potential. We will respect their individuality and will work in partnership with children, families, communities and other services and agencies to find effective ways to ensure
all children have opportunities to achieve their learning outcomes.
Learning through play
Play is the most effective way children learn and develop. Educators provide opportunities for children to learn through play and advocate the value of ‘play’ as the most effective way children learn.
Educators will make learning visible though documentation that captures children’s learning.
Educators, families and support professionals will work together to ensure children with additional needs are identified and resources/programs put in place to support their maximum participation,
engagement and developmental progress.
Environment
Educators will create engaging and challenging learning environments that are responsive to the interests and abilities of children. Educators will use flexible resources, both natural and man-made
that offer a diverse range of learning possibilities. With-in these environments, educators will use intentional teaching opportunities to support, extend and challenge children’s thinking. We
encourage children to engage in sustainable practices.
Community
We value and embrace the diversity of each family structure, culture, beliefs and values. The centre is a focal point for Early Childhood Education and Care services in our local community. The centre
works in partnership with local community agencies and early childhood service providers to provide families with access to a diverse range of programs.
Ongoing Learning and professional practice
Ongoing staff learning and reflective practice is essential to build professional knowledge and to inform and enrich decision making about children’s learning. Critical self-reflection plays an important
role in improving all educators pedagogy.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 1: Educational Program and Practice
Practice is embedded in service operations: A play rich inclusive environment is available for each child with a strong emphasis on each child's sense of
belonging through an attachment focus. Educators have established consistent daily routines throughout the centre that provide children with the
maximum opportunities for periods of uninterrupted play and there are lots of opportunities for the children to make choices about what they would like
to do throughout the day by educators offering both indoors and outdoors play. Routines are used by all educators as an opportunity for children to
extend their learning. Children have the opportunity to engage in a play based curriculum whilst working collaboratively with others. Educators use play
and routines as a time to develop secure attachments with the children.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: In 2020 we were on a critical reflection journey exploring how we improve each educators pedagogy through
critical self reflection and journalling. Each educator read articles about improving oral language and problem solving development and then reflected on
how they could use this knowledge to improve their practice. The Kindy team also have been engaged in a Pedagogical Documentation Inquiry with
Anthony Semann as a mentor . This has greatly impacted on how the kindy team program and how we critically analyse our planning cycle. Extensive
work was done in 2019 through the use of a critical reflection model reviewing the current programming cycle and improving it to be more individualised
and that the documentation that is provided for each child is relevant. Educators were engaged in a series of workshops that lead them through critical
reflection on their own pedagogy and how the curriculum engages the child, empowers children to have their own voice and solve problems. All
educators in 2020 now spend one hour of each staff meeting working on group reflections with a focus on improving our practices in line with our goals.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: We provide opportunities for parent partnerships with the curriculum through regular parent
input sheets, program feedback (verbal / written) and child portfolios. Families are engaged with the curriculum through a variety of means including
electronic communication, floor books and photography with the hope of capturing all families' interest and involvement. Families reported back in 2020
through a parent survey that 70% of the parents surveyed felt the way we gather information about their child's knowledge, strengths, goals and interests
was very effective.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 2: Children’s Health and Safety
Practice is embedded in service operations: Comprehensive policies and practices are in place to ensure the health and safety of all children, educators
and visitors to our site .A sub committee of educators and parent representative review these on a scheduled basis. A comprehensive documented
process for the regular cleaning of toys, including the provision of rostered time to complete this task is in place each day. All educators have completed
`responding to abuse and neglect' update training and time is allocated each staff meeting for individual children who maybe at risk discussion.
As a “lunch box” centre, parents and children are involved in supplying food that meets our nutrition policy. Our nutrition policy focuses on research that
outlines what children “should” eat during the day and this information is shared with parents at enrolment, regular conversations and by newsletter
updates. Educators talk with children about healthy eating and the importance of physical activity in both spontaneous and planned experiences. The
children are involved in planning and caring for the centre's fruit and vegetable gardens and involved in eating and cooking experiences that utilise the
produce from these gardens. In 2020 there was a focus in the kindy on cooking on the camp fire with a risk assessment carried out by the children and
weekly opportunities to cook on the fire to learn about fire safety and healthy cooking options.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: Educators are regularly given the opportunity to read, reflect and discuss policies so all educators practice is
guided by the policies of the centre. The WHS Representative provides monthly data on incidents, accidents and near misses and educators critically
reflect on this data to ensure that we are providing a safe learning environment. With nature play being a large focus of the service we critically reflect as a
team on how we provide opportunities for risky play and document through risk assessment new equipment as it is introduced. An example of this would
be when the Over 2's did a critical reflection on the large fixed equipment and decided to purchuse a large mat so the children could be more active in
their jumping off the equipment platform while ensuring their safety.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: We work in collaboration with families to develop a shared understanding of how we ensure
health and safety in the centre. For example we recently asked for parent input into how we manage risky play asking parents at the kindy information
session to brain storm about their beliefs for their children in 2020 when it came to nature play. Families are regularly engaged in the camp fire cooking
and put forward ideas and recipes that we could cook that were inclusive of all children including those with allergies. This was then incorporated into our
curriculum and families have been involved in collecting natural resources for the centre to support the program. Our term newsletter provides
information for families on health and welfare including healthy cooking.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 3: Physical Environment
Practice is embedded in service operations: Our Outdoor Learning Environments are large, well designed spaces which have been created to enhance
children's learning and development. The outdoor learning environments have an excellent balance of both natural and built components. The
“backyard” environment promotes learning through play a purposefully designed natural environment that provides challenge, independence,
exploration, risk taking and self-directed learning. Our indoor spaces are calm spaces that support children's learning and offer withdrawal spaces for
children when they are tired or feeling overwhelmed. Educators ensure that children are offered for the majority of the day the opportunity to be either
inside or outside and that the child's voice is listened to and respected.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: Educators regularly critically reflect on our learning environments ensuring they inclusive of every child
regardless of abilities and that resources are accessible for every child and support multiple use. Reflecting on our practices we decided that the children
need to be offered more opportunities to engage in resources that are less man made and more natural and open ended. Resources purchased from 2018
onwards have had a stronger focus on natural elements and loose part play is now incorporated more. The educators also critically reflect over the years
on how we could improve our sustainability. For example there is a focus on one sustainability principle such as recycling our paper goods, repairing our
bikes by a local business to get more life out of them or purchasing wooden items from the op shop to reuse for displaying materials invitingly. In 2020
with a focus on problem solving by the children we looked to introduce more loose parts for play. Educators researched and decided that natural
elements such a palm fronds, logs, hay and smooth rocks could be added to the outdoor environments.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: The outdoor yard learning environment was developed in consultation with the families of
the centre with a back yard subcommittee being established. The parents on this committee were involved in the design, installation and establishment
on the new yard. Community members contribute time and resources to the environments on an ongoing basis (eg large tree trunks supplied by a local
family from their property, plaque rock donated by a local business). We have worked with our local Aboriginal Education Worker to be more inclusive of
the Kaurna culture and currently are working with a local Aboriginal artists developing an outdoor art installation in collaboration all children. Parents
continue to provide input about the yard and in a recent parent survey 100% of parents surveyed reported back that they felt our environments
supported the children to engage in movement and physical play.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 4: Staffing Arrangements
Practice is embedded in service operations: There is a low turnover in staff with the majority of educators being part of the centre for 7 years or more,
with the bulk of educators coming from the local township or surrounding towns and reflecting the local community context. All educators work together
with clear commitment to how we ensure open communication lines at all times. The centre has access to and utilises a pool of regular relief educators
who are known to the children and provide continuity of care in the absence of the primary caregiver. Educators are encouraged to self-identify their
strengths and passions then share with the team and the diversity of what each team members brings to the centre culture is valued and respected. ECA
Code of Ethics and the Department's Code of Ethics guide and support educators practices and professionalism.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: In 2018 we critically reflected on how we could change the rosters to ensure that we provide continuity of care
for children. A new roster with consistent educators in each area was implemented as a result of this critical reflection and the new method of rostering
allows true primary care-giving to be implemented and supports strong child: educator attachment. This has resulted in opening up communication lines
between the different educators and teams. When the changes were made to the roster educators were invited to have input into the roster, ensuring
that their voice was heard and respected.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: All educators are able to articulate the roster and the purpose of positions to families such as
the lunch time reliever to provide continuity of care across the week with a recognised educator responsible for replacing the primary educator when they
go to lunch. Educators are well known in the community and are very aware of the need to promote the centre and themselves as professional educators
and teachers. There is a staffing subcommittee with parent representatives on it who form the employment panels and have a strong say in the
employment of positions at the centre including the Director. The Governing Council (parent committee) supports the educators in the child care by
providing improved working conditions and there has been a strong move to develop a clear communication path between management and staff.
Families have provided significant feedback in 2020, that with such uncertainity in the world, the continuity of staffing of the centre has made a significant
difference to the families feeling comfortable and secure in their knowledge in leaving their children in our care. This has been evident with the child care
being at 100% occupancy for the majority of the year and now having a waiting list for each day. The kindy's reputation as high quality education program
continues to grow with the majority of families in our township now choosing to use our kindy which previously hasn't been the case.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 5: Relationships with Children
Practice is embedded in service operations: Educators have long term, high quality relationships with children throughout their time at the centre. We
aim to create an atmosphere that is relaxed, welcoming and happy. Educators engage in sustained conversations with children throughout the day that
support children's language development and engagement with the curriculum. Educators support children's efforts through the use of positive
reinforcements, aids and role modelling. Educators provide opportunities for children to take considered risks within our `safe' environment and
encourage older children to be involved in developing limits and undertaking risk assessments. Educators offer children support to persist with challenges
and encourage children to develop learning dispositions that focus on lifelong learning. Educators collect information from families to support children
through the settling in process and to support appropriate planning for the provision of relevant and engaging learning experiences.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: The centre utilises a variety of resources to critically reflect on how we can improve our relationships with the
children and the learning environment. The educators have worked on reflecting how they can improve their relationships with each of their primaru
care-giving children and this has seen an improvement in educator to child relationships. Educators continually reflect as individuals and as a team, on
each child's sense of belonging and well-being and ensure plans/strategies are in place to support children's secure attachment, through consistent and
warm nurturing relationships. After critically reflecting on our relationships with children to ensure that they were high quality it was decided to make
changes to rosters to ensure that the children had better access to their primary educator who provides a secure base to venture from. We have also as a
result of our reflection promoted families especially in the kindy who their primary educator is so families can also feel a connection to educators and
know who would know their child the best. Educators are actively supported to extend their knowledge and skills in working with children who have
additional needs.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: Educators liaise with other professionals and support agencies to share information about
children with additional needs and work in partnerships with families, professionals and support agencies to plan for the inclusion of children with
additional needs. Individual learning support plans are prepared in consultation with families and support professionals prepared for all children,
including children with additional needs. Families are provided with lots of avenues to develop a relationship with their child's primary caregiver. Families
are encouraged to regularly make contact with their primary caregiver through on line forums, program input sheets and in person.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 6: Collaborative Partnerships with Families and Communities
Practice is embedded in service operations: Educators value the importance of having respectful and reciprocal relationships with families. Effective
enrolment and orientation processes for families are implemented by all educators. Educators take time to listen and support parents in their parenting
role as they transition from home into a formalised care and education site. Transition between each room is supported through parent/educators having
an allocated time to sit and discuss childs needs, interests and strengths. Families contribute to our self-assessment process through an annual survey,
formal and informal feedback opportunities. The centre has collaborative partnerships with families and communities which have been developed and
maintained through family events, formal and informal chats and sharing information about children's progress. Parent participation is actively planned
for through special events planned throughout the year. Parents are encouraged to be involved in decision making about the centre through joining
Governing Council/Management Committee. Families contribute to the ongoing development and review of the services philosophy, policies and
procedures through representation on our governing council and feedback to staff and governing council representatives.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: Educators have been engaging in critical reflection on how to represent children's different cultural background
in the curriculum. This has been done effectively through engagement with families about languages and beliefs being valued and respected by educators.
Educators with families have collaboratively engaged in critical reflection to help redesign the programming cycle and ensure that documentation was
relevant to families. A local needs analysis is done each year by our Community Development Coordinator in liaison with the parent committee, local
community groups we sit on and the local council. This LAN is then used to plan what parent groups will be offered at the centre, which in 2020 saw a
number of parenting support and educational groups run and our playgroup which has large numbers be offering different elements including a music
session.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: Families are regularly invited to provide input into the curriculum and individual planning for
their children via parent input sheets, digital and written portfolios and newsletters. Educators promote to families a variety of agencies that families can
access to support them in their role as parents. We support the local community groups with being a drop off point for food donations and doing regular
food drives. We offer a playgroup fully funded by the site once per week for families in the community. This is a way for families to connect to each other,
learn about early childhood education and get a feel for the site. This playgroup is run by a parent volunteer and shaped by the needs of the families who
attend.
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Strengths

With reference to the three exceeding themes:
1. Practice is embedded in service operations
2. Practice is informed by critical reflection
3. Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families and/or the community

5
Review
and evaluate

Quality Area 7: Governance and Leadership
Practice is embedded in service operations: We have a well-established governance and administration systems in place for both child care and preschool
requirements. A comprehensive induction process for all permanent and relief staff incorporating the DfE induction checklist as well as a site specific
checklist. Educators engage in a comprehensive site specific code of conduct which is signed by all staff at commencement at the service.
Practice is informed by critical reflection: The Director has been critically reflecting on how the QIP was developed in previous years and this has lead me
to develop process to ensure that staff have more input into the QIP. Individual critical reflection comes in the form of regular performance development
reviews with the centre director. These have been designed to share individual goals, implementation plans and progress towards the QIP, to learn from
colleagues and to receive feedback and possible next steps for the following year. Educators in 2020 have used critical reflection and journals to improve
their practices this has been with a focus on AEDC data that indicated oral language development was lagging behind the rest of the state. We have
undertaken proffessional development with DfE speech pathologist as a team and then each educator has written an implementation plan how they will
commit to improving children's oral language. At the end of the year their was an analysis of a our pedagogical data to ensure that we were tracking and
seeing an impact of our improved teaching methods. Educators work through group and individual reflection to create an environment that reflects the
lives of the children, their families and the local community.
The leader is very aware of and provides educators and staff's regular breaks, leave from the centre and opportunities to reflect on improvements and
acknowledge successes of the team. Educators value the opportunity to regularly reflect on our practices and are encouraged to have a strong voice in the
running of the centre. Comprehensive process of critical self-assessment and quality improvement is in place with an emphasis on continual cycle of
self-improvement. Each staff meeting we have set aside 1 hour to reflect on our progress towards our goals, work on the next step and to undertake
professional development. Educators and the whole team are knowledgeable of the continuous improvement cycle and the national quality standards.
Educators are aware of the importance of proving the highest level of care and education at all times and strive to do so.
Practice is shaped by meaningful engagement with families: The centre has a parent based governing council/ management committee who play an active
role in the decision making of the centre. The committee endeavour to engage the whole community through regular consultations about policy changes,
newsletter contribution and open their meetings up to observers. Families are also asked to provide input into policy changes, the improvement cycle and
the philosophy review through displays and consultation. Educators are very aware and endeavour to capture parents input through a variety of means
including spoken, written, electronic and visual means.
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Quality Improvement Plan for
Yankalilla Community Children's Centre

2021

Includes:
• Learning Improvement goals
• National Quality Framework priorities

How to complete this template
• Complete every step. The Preschool Quality Improvement Planning handbook explains how to do this. In addition your education director will
provide support.
• Complete steps 1 to 3 during term 4 and have it approved by the director/principal, governing council chairperson and education director.
• Email this plan (steps 1 – 3) to your education director.
• Ensure your preschool quality improvement plan is readily available on request to parents and families, and officers of the Education Standards Board.
• Work through step 4 (Improve Practice and Monitor Impact) regularly throughout the year.
• Complete step 5 (Review and Evaluate) in term 4 of each year.
• Your complete quality improvement plan should be reviewed and updated in term 4 each year.
For further information and advice contact your local education team.
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Learning Improvement Plan
Goal 1:

1

Improve the children's ability to express ideas and feelings through effective communication
in the indoor environment.

Challenge of practice:

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Determine
challenge of
practice

If educators engage in sustained shared thinking with children during play and routines then children's ability to express ideas and feelings through effective
communication in the indoor environment will be improved.

Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Establish this year the reflection journals and provide 1.3.2
1.2.1
educators with articles and provocations about
1.2.2
improving oral language development.
7.2.3

Febraury-Novem Release time for fortnightly
ber 2021
reflection times for cc
educators and ecw $3,500
Literacy Guidebook pg18-26

Parents to be offered a speech development focused 6.2.3
workshop to create a connection between home and 6.1.3
centre focus on oral language development.

Term 4 2021

Payment of speaker $600
Someone to set up centre and
stay for the session.
Literacy Guidebook page 40.

Liza and Derek

Term 1 2021
and Term 4

Release time (2 hours)to do
observations on each room
Cost $348
Set up data collection tool

Bec

Pre and post data collection to be done using the
interaction promoting strategies on each room to
document current level and the progress required.

1.2.1
5.1
5.1.1
5.2
7.2.1

Group reflections to be held at each staff meeting to 1.3.2
1.2.2
explore how educators are progressing the goal.
1.2.3
7.2.3

Success criteria

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Liza roster and Brooke budget
Articles - Bec and Adele

Time to collate response and
Focus of eight
Kelly - big book
establish
big
book
to
track
our
staff meetings in
Mel, Adele and Natasha to lead
journey.
Monthly
2
hours
-$696
the year.
reflection group discussions.

Children are engaging in sustained conversation with peers and educators on a daily basis. Evidence
from post observational data collection, pedagogical documentation (learning stories, observations
individual goals and evaluation of goals) demonstrates this.
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Learning Improvement Plan

1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Goal 2:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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Learning Improvement Plan

1

2

Analyse
and prioritise

Goal 3:

Determine
challenge of
practice

3
Plan
actions for
improvement

Challenge of practice:
Actions

NQS links

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Success criteria
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National Quality Framework priorities
Priority

NQS links

Key steps

Timeline

Resources

Responsibility

Develop a greater range
of spaces and
opportunities for fine
motor play indoors and
outdoors.

Quality Area 1
STANDARD 1
ELEMENT
1.3.2
1.2.1
1.2.2
7.2.3
7.2.2
4.2.1

Purchuse more equipment and set up
environments with a provocation for
fine motor development.

February$1,000 per room for
November 2021 equipment purhcase

Professional Development session run by an
Occupational Therapist on how to develop
children's fine motor and pre writing skills

By the end of
Term 2 2021

$650 Allocation of a staff
meeting for professional
development session

Liza

Focus children to be allocated to non primary
care-giving educators so they can record the
children's progress with their fine motor
development.

All Year

$1,200 for release time for
non primary educators to
record children's progress

Jaylee, Gabby, Kristy,
Lucinda and Tash.

Liza, Mel and Adele

.
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Approvals

Approved by director/principal
Name

Rebecca Heath
Date

10/12/2020

Approved by governing council chairperson
Name

Kat Lyons
Date

Approved by education director
Name

Ann Prime
Date
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